Compounding Process Guardian™ - CPG™
The modern compounding landscape is a complex place, with multiple regulatory and professional
standards to be addressed. Federal, State, and Local agencies are increasingly exerting overlapping
regulatory standards to your daily practice. CPG™ was designed from the ground up with
compounders in mind.
CPG™ is a complete cloud-based compounder software management solution. Our solution will
consolidate and simplify your compounding operations, quality efforts, regulatory compliance tasks, as
well as your documentation requirements.
CPG™ mitigates your safety & regulatory risks, by automating your entire compounding operation into
a single cloud-based, platform.
Integrating CPG™ into your business will:
Assure Patient Safety
Integrated into your operation’s monitoring and documentation systems allows alerts and continuous
monitoring of your operations, heading off variances, deviations, and overdue tasks or other critical
notifications before they negatively impact your operations. Facility specific Quality Management
requirements, standardized policy & procedures, are perpetuated through our platform standardization.
Easily tracked by all management and staff from our easy-to-understand, highly readable dashboard
and customizable reporting.
Maximize Operational Efficiencies
By standardizing documentation, acting as an electronic repository for critical validation, verification,
and other quality documents, CPG™ allows management and staff to conduct daily tasks with the
confidence that all the background work and documents are in-place to support your daily efforts.
With our integrated Standard Policy & Procedure Platform we reduce your worry around missing
documentation or process deviations.
Incorporate best demonstrated practice into your operation
As the comprehensive, unified place for all equipment records, ingredient documentation, training
records, compounding master-formulas, and related data, we can assist you in streamlining your
operation. Employing our document flows and failure-modes analysis thinking which is embedded in
our system, this frees management to observe, refine, and coach compounding staff allowing the
introduction of best practice more easily, and in a controlled way.
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Customers/Orders
CPG can be connected to QuickBooks for all essential Accounts Receivable functionality.
Accounts can be established with specific reorder points, release dates for future orders, and
can be tagged with specific compounded products made within CPG.
Inventory
CPG’s inventory Management solution offers a complete set of inventory management and
compounding production capabilities that streamlines supply-chain processes, reduces costs,
and improves profitability. With real-time demand planning built to meet your complex business
challenges, complete visibility, your business is accelerated onto a fast track to leaner
operations.
Production
CPG offers an innovative compounding pharmacy production solution complete with formula
management, scheduling, workflow management, and compounding production. CPG’s
production module has been built with USP <795>, <797>, <800> and cGMP in mind to allow
pharmacies to prepare the safest compounds in the most efficient and effective way possible.
Facility
Track and Trace is essential to any compounding facility that maintains compliance with US
federal and state guidelines for compounding. Facility management includes environmental
compliance, tracking and tracing of all locations and equipment within any facility. CPG is also
capable of tracking multiple facilities.
Compliance
CPG’s compliance module simplifies and automates ongoing compliance with essential USP
Chapter 797 and USP Chapter 800 requirements for safety and risk mitigation—including
comprehensive policies, procedures, staff training, competency evaluations, risk management,
quality assurance practices necessary for a safe and efficient sterile compounding environment.
Standardize training & training documentation
Integrating a comprehensive set of Standard-Operation-Procedures behind the software platform,
Regulatory compliance and best-demonstrated-practices flow into the standard documentation and
form process makes the required competency based training and development of your professional
and technical staff more manageable.
Scalability for all compounding operations
Best demonstrated practices can be standardized, monitored, and documented across a wide business
platform. Whether you are operating a chain of compounding pharmacies, a Multi-centered health
system with many off-site clinics, or a network of 503B Outsourcing Facilities, CPG™ can assist you in
the monitoring & control across multiple locations, while at the same time tracking compliance,
documentation and trends as well as variance. Identification of non-approved or non-standard practices
more quickly from our easy to read dashboard, allows measured responses, better efficiencies, and the
level of control necessary to safely conduct compounding operations in any practice setting.
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